META MARKETING
CALENDAR
Sunday Monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday saturday

* The daily themes can be rearranged to fit the preferences of you and your audience.
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ALTERNATE
POSTING OPTIONS

Connect your Instagram and Facebook accounts for best results.

REEL

LIVE

Reels can easily be found Take time to answer FAQs
by people that aren't
or carry out a series.
following you. Try to use
For best results,
trending audio and make
promote the session
the trends relatable to
beforehand.
your industry.
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IGTV

STORY

IGTV is for videos
longer than 1 minute.
Also great for
carrying out a series.

Stories disappear after
24 hours and are great
for sharing content of
any kind. Try posting
clips of your workday or
announcements & sales.
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META MARKETING TIPS
Canva can post your content
for you! You just need a Canva
Pro subscription.

Using Hashtags!

Pick the best day to create a
Hashtags can be used as a
week worth of content to add
search tool. In your captions, use
to your Content Planner.
relevant hashtags that your
Even with content planned for
Step 1: Go to the menu and select
target audience would likely
the week, remember to stay on
"Content Planner."
search while on IG.
top of news and trends to stay
Step 2: Select a day on the calendar &
relevant & "on topic."
Follow and engage with
the content you want to post.
pages in similar industries.
Choose at least 1 day of the
It's fine to share content from
Step 3: Connect your IG & FB
week to go live or post an
other pages, but most of your
accounts then give Canva permission
content should be original.
IGTV video.
to post for you.
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